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Refuge on the Edge of Space
A visit to the Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral offers more than a glimpse of the final
frontier. It's also a chance to explore one of the great wildlife refuges on the East Coast.
With one of many tidal lagoons in the
foreground,

the space shuttle

Discovery is launched
Canaveral. Inset-

at Cape
a snowy egret

searches for food.

W

hen the main engines of
the space shuttle Atlantis
ignite its solid - rocket
boosters, a half-million gallons of
super-cold liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen heave the craft off the
ground. The big white bird roars
through the Florida sky above Cape
Canaveral, climbing into orbit while
thousands
of spectators
clap and
holler and wave their American
flags. Others stand in silent awe,
overwhelmed
by the notion that
the astronauts
will soon be working in mankind's
newest home in
the heavens the international
space station.
Meanwhile, an alligator looks on
from a distance ... unimpressed. He
has more important
things on his
mind. Like lunch. Or maybe a
sun bath.
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In fact, most of the residents
around NASA headquarters
could
care less about the Final Frontier.
The space shuttle blasts into the
future, and they go about doing what
their kind has done for thousands of
years. Alligator things. Bald eagle
things.
Photosynthesis
things.
Thanks
to the
140,000-acre
Merritt
Island
National
Wildlife Refuge that surrounds
Kennedy
Space
Center, the world's capital
of space flight is actually
home to far more wildlife than
human life, including 68 species of
amphibians and reptiles, 330 species
of birds, 31 varieties of mammals,
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117 kinds of fish and more than
1,000 species of plants.
More than a dozen threatened or
endangered
species
live there,
including wood storks, peregrine falcons, the Southeastern beach mouse
and the Atlantic salt marsh snake.
"When
people think of Cape
Canaveral and space flight, they tend
to think of metals, alloys, flame
trenches and launch pads,"
says
NASA spokesman Joel Wells, "but
they often don't know about the vast
expanses of wildlife habitat we have."
Either that, or they simply don't
take the time to appreciate the bounty of wildlife opportunities
Merritt
Island offers. "This is a wonderful
place to experience wildlife," says
Dorn Whitmore, a ranger with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which
began managing the NASA-owned
land in 1963. "The best trip to the
area is one that isn't just about shuttle watching but includes
time to do all the things
we have to do here."
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Pastoral, present and future;

A family

That list of activities is long. For
starters, visitors can hike along four
trails that wind through estua ries,
marshes, coastal dunes, pine forests
and palm and oak hammocks. They
can also drive on a seven-mile, selfguided wildlife tour, view manatees
from an observation
deck, or fish
for red drum, spotted sea trout,
snook and tarpon.
Don't forget
kayaking, either.
Almost
since the space race
began, NASA has made huge efforts
to protect the refuge and its inhabitants.
For example,
the space
agency conducted
a study that
found
its solid-rocket
booster
recovery facility cast so much exterior light that it distracted sea turtles en route to and from nesting
sites on the beach. As a result,
NASA found ways to reduce the
lighting by 50 percent.
"Though we're an agency that's
chartered
to explore
frontiers
beyond, it's also our obligation to
be a good steward of the frontier
we're leaving behind," says Wells.
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captures the contrasts
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of Cape Canaveral and it's surrounding

"Part of exploring space is understanding that we have a commitment to earth. I think it speaks well
of mankind that we can have astronaut crews in orbit working on the
space station and people on the
ground
working
with wildlife. I
think it's a testament to our ability
as people to do more than one
thing atone
time ... to press
toward the future but still preserve
the past and present."
Ranger
Darn
Whitmore
says
NASA and the relationships
it has
maintained with USFWS and other
agencies have been very good for
wildlife
along the 43 miles of
beach NASA originally set aside as
a buffer zone for its operations.

wilderness.

Had the United States not engaged
in the space race, he says, the ecological treasures of Merritt Island
would have most likely gone the
way of the land on its northern
and southern borders - meaning
urban development.
However, the fishermen, photographers, hikers, boaters and shuttle
watchers who visit the refuge may
not always be able to see what
NASA has done behind the scenes to
ensure
Merritt
Island
National
Wildlife Refuge remains a sanctuary
for wildlife and a vacation spot for
humans. Take the case of manatees,
many of which swim in the Banana
River along a route NASA boats use
to capture discarded rocket boosters

"I think it's a testament to our ability
as people to do more than one thing at
one time ... to press toward the future
but still preserve the past and present."
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and return them to the space center.
"This area is home to the largest
concentration
of manatees in the
world, and we were worried that
propellers on boats would injure
them." says Whitmore. "We brought
our concerns to NASA and asked if
they could do something. They did
some engineering and retro-fitted the
boats with pumps so that they could
get through the Banana River without using propellers."
Beyond the needs of sea turtles
and sea cows, NASA's spin-off benefits to wildlife haven't been limited
to the water. To obtain a full array
of shuttle-launch
photographs
for
study, the space agency placed still
cameras
near area eagle nests.
Whitmore says the project not only
gave NASA the views it needed but
also allowed USFWS to expand the
program by placing video cameras
in the perches - a move that ultimately gave wildlife biologists a
bird's-eye view of eagle diet and
other habits.
The partnership between the two
government agencies has also given
local least terns ... well, a new lease
on life. The seagull-like birds are
attracted to the tops of city bilildings, where they lay eggs that are
promptly washed down gutters during a rain. At Cape Canaveral, the
birds were mistaking the gravely
shuttle runway for a building top causing their eggs to get blown away
by aircraft wings. NASA solved the
problem by painting the runway a
different color.
While Wells appreciates the credit
Whitmore gives NASA, he says the
wildlife managers at Merritt Island
are the people who enable the space
agency to be a responsible steward.
The scrub jay, he notes, would have
lost a lot of turf if it weren't for the
USFWS advising NASA on where it
could place new facilities without
destroying vital habitat.
Whitmore, meanwhile, points out
that the stability of having NASA
for a landowner is helping USFWS
extend its protective custody beyond
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Markers designate the dens of gopher tortoises in a scrub oak habitat.

The endanged wood stork is among the many waterfowl
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in the refuge.
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The Smithsonian
Institution Endangered
Species Collection
Honoring the 25th Anniversary of its
Conservation and Research Center
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Had the United States not engaged in
the space race, the ecological treasures
of Merritt Island would have most
likely fallen to urban development.

the eXisting boundaries
of Merritt
Island. After years of work, the Fish
and Wildlife Service is putting the
finishing touches on the new Archie
Carr
National
Wildlife
Refuge,
which is aimed at saving 10 miles of
coastline for sea turtles - and giving
visitors another spectacle to enjoy.
Says Whitmore,
"It makes the
world a richer place to live in when
you see turtles crawling up the beach
like they've done since the time of
the dinosaur."
And that age, of
course, came long before mankind
took up residence in space. ~.

GIANT PANDA
(Hsing-Hsing)
Ailuropoda
melanoleuca

When You Go
If you want to soak up Merritt Island
National Wildlife Refuge, the first thing
you have to ask yourself is if you also
want to see a space shuttle launch. If so,
you're going to face large crowds in
Cape Canaveral. Parts of the refuge are
also closed during the time leading up to
a launch. If you visit NASA or the refuge
at any other time, you'll have a lot more
elbow room. In addition to considering
shuttle launch dates, you also need to
decide what time of year you would like
to visit. If you love mosquitoes, go in
May. The best time for hiking and bird
watching is fall and winter.
The visitor's center is open year
round from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays and from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends. The center
is closed on Sundays from April to

World renowned wildlife artist
Donald Heywood has created 12 works
produced as limited edition prints
in large folio available exclusively in one
of three portfolio editions of 12 prints each.

October and on federal holidays.
Two of the best ways to observe and
photograph wildlife are by canoe and
kayak. Foot trails ranging in length

Image sizes: 18" x 26".
Presentation Edition (50 sin) sold out
Subscriber Edition (I 00 sin)
Collector Edition (500 sin)

from a half-mile to five miles are also
good bets.
For lodging, you'll find accommoda-

Smithsonian
National Zoological Park
Conservation and Research Center

tions in Titusville if you want to stay
near the Canaveral area. If you want
big-city trappings, the Cape is within

CRC FOUNDATION

about an hour's drive of Orlando. For
more information, contact Merritt Island

Editions available for purchase
through CRC Foundation
P.O. Box 2109, Front Royal, Virginia 22630
T: (540) 635-6580 • F: (540) 635-6506
www.heywood-portfolio.com

National Wildlife Refuge at 321-861-0667.
Web: www.merrittisland.fws.gov.

A portion of the proceeds will benefit
the Smithsollian National Zoological Park's
Consermtiorl arid Research Center
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